There is no more urgent time than now for international action to scale clean energy solutions. On Wednesday this week, public and private sector leaders from around the world will gather in Pittsburgh to put forward bold plans at the Global Clean Energy Action Forum (GCEAF), a joint convening of the 13th Clean Energy Ministerial and 7th Mission Innovation ministerial.

A Focus on Leadership, Action, Speed

In-person and virtual attendees can look forward to a mainstage programme focusing on “Rapid Innovation and Deployment” – the Forum’s theme – and International Collaboration to Accelerate the Clean Energy Transition. Full Agenda—>

100+ Events in 2 Days

A programme of over 100 side events awaits, including: a call for action on clean hydrogen (follow live here), the role of green procurement in driving decarbonization of heavy industry (follow live here), and how women empower the energy transition (follow live here), among much, MUCH more. Side Events —>

Youth & Innovation Spotlight

The GCEAF will also bring together young professionals for the world’s first Creating the Energy Future Forum. In addition, the Clean Energy Technology Showcase will be fully interwoven throughout the venue providing attendees the opportunity to interact with clean energy solutions.
Follow Live Online
If you can’t join us in Pittsburgh, you can still follow the action via our livestreamed events. Both mainstage events and select side events will be livestreamed. Go to the GCEAF website for all available links (going live this Thursday!).

Watch: Clean Energy Video Series
Throughout the week, we will be sharing a series of Clean Energy Ministerial videos that highlight the opportunities of the energy transition across all major sectors of the economy. Watch the first installment here —>

Pittsburgh: Building Clean Energy Bridges
Pittsburgh, known as “The City of Bridges”, is fully supporting GCEAF and doing its part to think global, act local. Check out this guide to Pittsburgh and GCEAF affiliated events.

Tweet, Share, Learn, Get Involved!